Modern Procurement
Business Driven. Technology Powered.

You can't build the procurement organization of the future with tools of the past.
The cloud is your opportunity to transform yourself and fulfill your ambitions.

Insight Driven

Procurement Managers: Leverage graphical
award analysis to enable comparison across
multiple vendor quotes and ensure best value for
the company

Improve decision-making
effectiveness

Procurement & Internal Experts: Enable faster
supplier selection through real-time negotiations
monitor and embedded analytics
Employees: Improve satisfaction and faster
self-service buying through easy product
comparisons

Collaborative
Work more effectively with employees
and suppliers

Increase cross-functional team communication and
information sharing through social collaboration
Partner across departments to define requirements,
negotiate contract terms and achieve faster
execution
Collaborate with suppliers through online portal to
streamline information sharing, RFX responses,
negotiations and invoice presentment and payment

Ultra Efficient

Realize broad casual user adoption through a
consumer-like experience that ensures compliant
buying and greater cost savings

Drive higher adoption and
productivity

Reduce administrative burden through greater
process automation, workflow and easy navigation
Embedded analytics help users find what they
need quickly, prioritize actions and reduce cycle
times

Strategic

Enforce disciplined and compliant purchasing to
ensure savings and improve operating margins

Increase value to the business and
improve margins

Identify best suppliers and negotiate agreements to
establish pricing and terms for all buying activities

In Control
& Compliant
Ensure compliant purchasing and
cost savings

Automate the source-to-pay process to reduce
administrative workload and enable focus on
higher-value activities

Simplify contract creation through guided document
authoring, templates and deviation reports that
decrease workload, increase savings and reduce risk
Enforce approvals across entire Procure-to-Pay
process with robust audit trails
Reduce off-contract spend and contract leakage
with tools that enforce buying through approved
suppliers and ensure compliance with contract terms

To learn more about the Oracle ERP Cloud
click here to access our Connect, Control, and
Innovate with Oracle ERP Cloud eBook.
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